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ABSTRACT

Storm surges have a devastating impact on coastlines throughout the United States. In order
to accurately understand the impacts of storm surges there needs to be an effective model.
One of the governing systems of equations used to model storm surges’ effects is the Shallow Water Equations (SWE). In this thesis, we solve the SWE numerically by means of a
discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method. The DG method provides high-order accuracy and
geometric flexibility on unstructured grids. To run the model, we used both implicit and
explicit time integration for solving the SWE. Using explicit time integration as our
fundamental truth, we found the error norm of the implicit method to be minimal. This
study focuses on the impacts of a simulated storm surge in La Push, Washington, which
had undergone a beach restoration project. The beach restoration involved altering the
bathymetry along the shoreline to prevent overtopping waves from breaching the mainland.
To validate the simulations, we ran three benchmark tests. Real bathymetry was used along
with real storm and tidal data. We measured the momentum flux of a wave on the existing
bathymetry and the new bathymetry to determine if the new bathymetry had less
momentum flux. Our results showed there was less momentum flux with the new
bathymetry, and therefore the new bathymetry was more resistant to storm surges. After
running the model at a high resolution, we modified the grid resolution to vary throughout
the domain with a focus on high resolution closer to the shoreline. In our simulation, we
also learned of the effects spurious waves can have on the results. Due to boundary
conditions, a spurious wave can reflect back into a model and impact the velocity and
momentum flux.
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Executive Summary
From flooding to erosion, storm surges have a devastating impact on coastlines throughout
the United States. To accurately predict storm surges and understand their impacts, you
need to have an effective model to simulate their destructive capabilities. These simulations
are often done through numerical methods that solve the Shallow Water Equations (SWE).
The SWE are a system of time dependent, hyperbolic, nonlinear, partial differential equations (PDE) that are used when the fluid is incompressible and the depth is shallow [1].
Historically, the main challenge in solving the SWE involves balancing the accuracy of the
model with computational efficiency. This challenge has prompted numerical methods to
evolve. Although not widely used, the Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method is growing
in popularity [2]. Our model uses the DG method on quadrilaterals with both implicit and
explicit time integrators.
Prior to running realistic simulations, it is critical to verify the method you are using to solve
that model. For our model, we used three test cases of the DG method with a nodal basis
on quadrilaterals for verification. Since no experimental solution was feasible, results from
the models were compared to those of other numerical simulations. During verification of
our method, we also determined the error norm for the implicit method compared against
the explicit method, which we considered the fundamental truth. Proving the effectiveness
of the implicit time integrator gave us the flexibility to use large time-steps for future work.
After validating our method, we used a real-world case study from a United States Corps
of Engineers (USACE) beach restoration project to determine the changes in momentum
flux from a wave due to altering the bathymetry. Our real-world case study compared the
momentum flux for two different types of bathymetry based on field data from La Push,
Washington. We also analyzed two different tide levels for each bathymetry. We used
explicit and implicit time integrators to model the two different tides.
Our model required many inputs. Our new and old bathymetry were replicated from crosssectional data provided by USACE. To determine the magnitude of our storm surge, we
obtained both field data from USACE and also data provided by the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Using this data, we then determined our storm
xv

surge to be located 30,000 meters away from La Push, Washington and to have a base of 20
meters with an amplitude of 11 meters for a worst-case scenario [3] and [4]. Additionally,
we wanted to run our model at both high and low tide. Based on annual field data from
U.S. Harbors, La Push has an extreme high tide of 2.96 meters and an extreme low tide of
0.67 meters [5]. We also included a Manning’s Roughness Coefficient of 0.02 to replicate
the friction from the sand interacting with the bottom of the ocean floor [6].
Given our large domain (30,000 meters), the computational cost to run the model would
be high. While we wanted an accurate and unique solution, we also wanted to have a
computationally efficient model. Therefore, to reduce the computational cost, we modified
the grid resolution. To maintain high-order accuracy, we used a fourth order polynomial,
two elements in the y-direction, and 5640 elements in the x-direction, which gave a total of
22560 points.
Lastly, we decided our model should run with a time restart of every 45 seconds (0.75
minutes) with a time-step of 0.05 both implicitly and explicitly for a total of 2100 seconds
(35 minutes). We kept the same time-step to compare the difference in error between
implicit and explicit integration. We wanted to see how different the implicit solution
would be from the explicit. If we chose a different time-step, then we would introduce
errors of increased complexity in the time-integrator accuracy and would not be able to
compare implicit with explicit. We determined that fifteen minutes was the approximate
time the wave would take to travel 30,000 meters and interact with the bathymetry.
Our results showed that the wave had less momentum flux with the new bathymetry for both
high-tide and low-tide conditions, and therefore, this bathymetry would be more effective
in mitigating the destruction of storm surges. For high tide, the peak momentum flux for
3
3
the old bathymetry was 3.9 ms2 compared to the new bathymetry, which had a peak of 2.9 ms2
3
or a decrease of 1.0 ms2 . For low tide, the old bathymetry had a maximum momentum flux
3
of 1.12 ms2 compared to the new bathymetry, which had a maximum momentum flux of
3
3
0.41 ms2 or a decrease of 0.79 ms2 . The scale of variance from the low tide compared to the
high tide means that the new bathymetry would be more effective during a storm surge in
low tide conditions compared to high tide conditions. We computed the 1-Norm, 2-Norm,
and the ∞-Norm of the surface height and velocity, for both low tide and high tide. Our
results showed that the error norm for implicit integration compared to explicit integration
xvi

was minimal and ranged in magnitude from 10−2 to 10−1 .
After running the model at a high resolution, we modified the grid resolution using a program called GMSH to vary throughout the domain with a focus on high resolution closer to
the shoreline where we were more concerned [7]. While some information was lost using
a coarser grid, the modification allowed us to save in computational time by a factor of 6.7.
For future work, we would establish a non-reflecting boundary condition (NRBC) to eliminate a spurious wave in our model from hitting the right boundary wall and reflecting
towards the shoreline. This was an issue we identified when comparing the GMSH grid to
the original grid. The spurious wave had an impact on our velocity and momentum flux
values, which was magnified on the GMSH grid.
In addition, the next logical step would incorporate multiple waves into the model. Multiple
waves would add an extra layer of complexity by incorporating the energy caused by waves
interacting with each other. In addition, all our simulations were in 2-D but for a 1-D
initial condition. In the future, we could adapt the simulations to 3-D. Since SWE are
2-D, to run a full 3-D ocean simulation you need to switch to a Navier-Stokes solver.
Moreover, the combination of 3-D with adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) would provide a
computationally efficient model that could focus on the changes in bathymetry of the last
100 meters in our domain [8].
Another area for future consideration is the movement of sediment due to erosion from
storm surges. Modeling sediment movement has been a difficult problem for researchers
studying coastal communities and navigation channels due to the complexity of the problem. The Advection-Diffusion Equation is a PDE used to numerically represent sediment
movement, and the DG method could be used to solve this PDE [9].
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CHAPTER 1:
Introduction
From flooding to erosion, storm surges have a devastating impact on coastlines throughout the United States. Along both the west and east coast in the United States, there are
large death tolls after storm surges. For example, 1,500 people died from the storm surges
produced by Hurricane Katrina (in 2005) [1]. To accurately predict storm surges and understand their effects, you need to have an effective model to simulate the destructive capability. These simulations are often done through numerical methods that solve shallow water
equations (SWE). SWE were one of the first applications for using numerical methods with
digital computers that were available in the 1940s [2]. Computational efficiency and numerical accuracy represent two important challenges in the solution of SWE with a computer.
These challenges have prompted numerical methods to evolve. Although not widely used
due to its high-order accuracy and low dispersion error, the discontinuous Galerkin (DG)
method is gaining momentum to solve these problems and is slowly replacing the more
classical numerical approximation by finite volumes [3].

1.1

Equations to Model Storm Surges

The non-linear SWE are extremely useful in describing motions of fluids for the deep
ocean, coastal ocean, estuaries, rivers, open channels, and coastal floodplains with irregular
coastal boundaries [4]. In particular, they are ideal for modeling storm surges where the
reliability of the models depends highly on the quality of the input data [2]. The SWE are
a system of time-dependent hyperbolic nonlinear partial differential equations (PDE) that
are used when the fluid is incompressible and the depth is shallow relative to the length
of the wavelength [5]. The SWE have a hyperbolic continuity equation to account for water elevation and are coupled with a momentum equation to account for the average depth
velocity [6]. One of the main assumptions of the SWE is that the depth of the water is significantly smaller than the length of the wave, making this equation appropriate for storm
surges. In addition, the assumption is made that there is little variation in the stratification
of the fluid (less than a few percent) due to uniform temperature and salinity. Moreover,
the fluid is considered independent of pressure and therefore incompressible [2].
1

According to [7], in vector form the SWE of two-dimensional flows can be expressed as
∂q
+ ∇ · F (q) = S(q),
∂t

(1.1)

where q = (φ, φuT )T represents the conservation variables and T is the transpose of the
solution vector [8].
The flux tensor is

φu
+
F(q) = *
1 2
φ
I
−
µ∇(φu).
φu
⊗
u
+
2
2
,

(1.2)

The source function is

0
S(q) = − *
b
, f (k × φu) + φ∇φ −
where ∇ = (∂x , ∂ y )T ,
⊗ is the tensor product operator,
φ = gh is the geopotential height,
h is the total height of the surface height of the fluid,
g is the magnitude of acceleration due to gravity,
φb is the distance from the floor to the bathymetry,
u = (u, v)T is the velocity vector,
f = f 0 + β( y − ym ) is the Coriolis parameter,
k = (0, 0, 1)T is the normal vector of the x-y plane,
τ is the wind stress,
and γ is the bottom friction.
2

τ
ρ

+
+ γφu, -

(1.3)

I2 is the rank-2 identity matrix.
Unless otherwise stated, it can be assumed that the International System of Units (SI) is
being used; units of length are in meters, and time is measured in seconds.

1.2

Solving the Shallow Water Equation

In general, there is no analytical way to solve the non-linear SWE and therefore numerical
methods are required. To solve this system of partial differential equations (PDE), discretization of physical space is required. Following this approach, space is partitioned into
elements in order to approximate the solutions to the equations.1 Historically, SWE have
been solved with the finite-difference (FD) method, which uses a uniform grid. Advantages
of the FD are that it is simple to implement and overall relatively straightforward [3]. One
of the major restrictions on FD is that it has limited geometric flexibility. To overcome the
restriction, the continuous Galerkin (CG) was introduced to allow the use of unstructured
grids for geometric flexibility [7].
In 1997, high-order continuous Galerkin methods were used for the SWE on a sphere [9].
In 2002, Giraldo et al. [10] introduced an efficient DG method for the SWE. One of the
main advantages of the DG method is that it is an extremely robust approach that was
designed explicitly for hyperbolic PDEs (wave-like phenomena) [10].
The DG method has high-order accuracy, and flexibility in unstructured grids [11]. Another
significant advantage of DG is its conservation properties. While the CG method has global
conservation properties, the DG method is both locally and globally conservative [12].
It can be described as a combination of the finite volume method and the finite element
method with high-order accuracy [5]. It was first used for the planar SWE by Schwanenberg
and Kongeter [7].
One of the initial drawbacks of the DG method as compared to the CG method was its
large computational cost. The DG method’s large number of degrees freedom allowed for
enhanced capability but also lead to a higher computational cost. Studies showed that there
was a four to five times greater computational cost using DG compared to CG for linear
interpolation [11]. The high computational cost helped motivate the use of quadrilateral1Analytic solutions exist only for very simple special cases.
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based elements. Two adjacent triangle elements can be merged into a quadrilateral-based
element; therefore, fewer elements are required [11]. In this thesis, the model uses quadrilateral elements.
To solve time dependent PDEs, like the SWE, you need to include time integrators. Traditionally, the most common time integrator used is the explicit method. The explicit method
solves the SWE using information at the current time to compute the solution at the next
forward time level [2]. Arguably, the most common explicit method is the Runge-Kutta
method of order 4 (RK4). RK4 is an ideal explicit method because it has a local truncation
error of O(h4 ) and eliminates the requirement to compute the derivative at the current time
state. Truncation error is the measurement of accuracy from the expansion of the Taylor
polynomial [13]. The other class of method, the implicit time integrator, uses both the
current state and later state of the system [2]. Simply put, the implicit method requires the
solution of the linear algebra problem Ax = b where A ∈ R N x N and x, b ∈ R N . N is defined
as the degrees of freedom. In the explicit method, A is a diagonal matrix and therefore is
easier to solve. Advantages of the implicit method are that it allows infinitely large timesteps whereas the explicit has to satisfy the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition. The
CFL condition is a restriction on the maximum allowable time-step one can use for solving
the PDE. The restriction is in place to ensure stability [14]. Although a stable solution is
obtained with infinitely large time steps using the implicit method, it is still important to
have an appropriate time step size in order to obtain an accurate solution. This thesis will
compare both the explicit and implicit time integrators used to solve the SWE, weighing
the stability and accuracy of each integrator.

1.3

Storm Surges in La Push, Washington

This thesis will focus specifically on modeling the effects of storm surges in La Push,
Washington. In La Push, seasonal storm surges require annual restoration projects by the
United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). The town lies within the Quileute Indian
tribal reservation, which is on the northwest coast of the Olympic Peninsula, and through
the request of the Quileute Nation, the Corps of Engineers provides beach protection from
these surges [15].
Field studies have been conducted in this area that show storm surges with maximum wave
4

heights reaching approximately 11 meters and an average wave height of approximately 6
meters [16]. There are several ways to mitigate the impacts of these surges including the
construction of levees/jetties or the repair of breached areas with locally dredged fill. In La
Push, many different methods have been used to protect the area dating back to the 1950s.
Currently, USACE is restoring an eroded beach with local fill with the intent to mitigate
damage from storm surges and wave run-ups [15].
To understand the effectiveness of the beach restoration project in La Push, this thesis will
use numerical simulations to model storm surges interacting with the existing bathymetry
and the new bathymetry that has been filled with dredged material. The first step in modeling storm surges is to simplify the problem by using the non-linear SWE and use proven
cases to verify the accuracy of numerical simulations prior to modeling the restoration
project. Once verification is complete, further analysis on wave height and momentum flux
can be done to determine how effective the beach restoration project will be for a future
storm surge. The model will use the DG method on quadrilaterals using both implicit and
explicit time integrators.
The remainder of this study is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the methodology
used to solve the SWE equations. Chapter 3 describes the verification of the code via
three test cases. Chapter 4 shows the numerical simulations of a storm surge in La Push,
Washington, with its existing grade and a model of a storm surge with the newly constructed
bathymetry using both implicit and explicit time integrators. The final chapter presents the
conclusion and recommendation.

5
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CHAPTER 2:
Methodology
There are many difficulties in solving the SWE numerically. As previously discussed, one
solution to solving these equations is with the discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method. While
the finite volume method is one of the most accepted methods for solving geophysical fluid
dynamics for ocean and shallow water models, the DG method is slowly gaining momentum. For example, Delft-3D uses a form of finite elements and finite volumes and is one of
the most common types of software used by engineers (including USACE) to model hydrodynamics and sediment transport [17]. The DG method is considered expensive compared
to the finite volume method due to redundant degrees of freedom. Although expensive, the
DG method is considered a successful strategy because it provides high-order relative to
low-order finite volume methods, it is robust, and it is flexible for unstructured grids. The
unstructured grids allow for more accurate representation of coastlines and simulations of
wave processes [7].
As discussed in Chapter 1, the quadrilateral-based DG method is considered by researchers
to be superior to the triangular method with respect to cost per accuracy and overall computing time. One of the largest computational costs in DG methods is the evaluation of
area integrals and edge integrals. With the use of the quadrilateral method, computational
efficiency improves significantly. The reduction in cost is done by merging two adjacent
elements. A mesh of quadrilateral-based elements has approximately two-thirds as many
edges and half as many elements [11]. The efficiency of quadrilaterals over triangles is
that on quadrilaterals, the Legendre-Gauss-Lobatto (LGL) nodes can be used for both interpolation and integration. On triangles, you have to separate the set of points (one for
interpolation, the Fekete points, another for integration, Gauss points). In other words,
on the triangle there is no set of points used for both interpolation and integration. The
quadrilateral-based approach allows for a simpler algorithm [11].
Lastly, one of the main challenges in solving the SWE or any time dependent PDE is the
type of time integrator used. Time integrators are required in order to advance the solution
in time while maintaining higher order accuracy and stability [7]. Explicit and implicit time
integrators may be used for advancing the solution.
7

2.1

The Shallow Water Equations

As defined by Giraldo [18], in conservation 1-D form the shallow water equations are
written as
∂h s
∂
+
(U) = 0
∂t
∂x

(2.1)

!
∂U
∂ U2 1 2
∂h s
+
+ gh S = −ghb
,
∂t
∂x h
2
∂x

(2.2)

and

where
U = hu,
g acceleration due to gravity (9.8 sm2 ),
u is the velocity ( ms ), and
h is the total height of the surface height of the fluid. The surface height is the sum of h S
(surface height from the mean level) and h B (distance from mean level to the basin) [18].
See Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: The total height of a fluid, where H = h S + h B . Adapted
from [18].

Giraldo et al. [18] defines the SWE in a more compact form as
∂q ∂F (q)
+
= S(q),
∂t
∂x

(2.3)

hS +
where q is the vector of the conservation variables, q = *
;
, U F(q) is the flux tensor, F(q) = *
,

U2
h

U
+; and
+ 12 gh2S -

0
+ [18].
S(q) is the source function, S(q) = − *
∂h s
, −h B ∂ x As previously defined in Chapter 1 [18], from 1-D to 2-D the SWE in compact differential
form is written as
∂q
+ ∇ · F (q) = S(q).
(2.4)
∂t
9

From the compact differential form, we must transform the equations into integral form,
but first we must define the domain and test function we will be using.

2.2

Defining the Domain and Test Function

The first step to solving the SWE using the DG method is to define discrete operators that
will be used for approximating the solution. Following Giraldo [19], Ω is considered the
domain we integrate over, and Γ defines the boundaries of the integral [14]. Since we
numerically integrate all functions, we must computationally decompose the domain, Ω,
into Ne non-overlapping quadrilateral elements Ωe such that

Ω=

Ne
[

Ωe .

(2.5)

e=1

To decompose the domain into quadrilaterals, we transform from physical Cartesian coordinates x = (x, y)T to a computational space, also known as a local coordinate system,
ξ = (ξ, n)T [7].
In DG, a basis function is used to approximate the variables within each element Ωe . With
the use of quadrilaterals, the fastest and most efficient way to solve the PDE is with a
tensor product 1-D basis. We can use the notation ψi (ξ, η) = h j (ξ) ⊗ h k (η), where (ξ, η) ∈
[−1, +1]2 .
The basis function in 1-D is h, and j, k ranges from 0 to N, to transform from 1-D to 2-D, i
is mapped to k (N + 1) + j + 1 where i is the local index [7].
The local element solution, q, is approximated with an N th order polynomial as

qN (ξ) =

MN
X

ψi (ξξ )qn (ξξi ).

(2.6)

k=1

Since we are using quadrilaterals, MN = (N +1) 2 , where MN is the number of interpolation
points in Ωe . By multiplying our test function and integrating the local domain, we will be
able to obtain the weak integral form of the SWE [14].
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2.3

Integral Form

With a given function f(x), we can write the integrals required in Galerkin methods with
a tensor product of the 1-D integration formulas. The formula is then mapped from the
physical to the computational space as follows:


x1
x0



y1
y0


f(x, y)dxdy =

+1  +1

−1

f(ξ, η) | J(ξ, η) | dξdη,

(2.7)

−1

where
| J | is the determinant of the Jacobian when you map from (x, y) to (ξ, η).
The integral is then rewritten as the Riemann sum


+1  +1

−1

f (ξ, η) | J (ξ, η) | dξdη ≈

−1

Q X
Q
X

wi w j f (ξi , η j ) | J (ξi , η j ) |,

(2.8)

i=0 j=0

where wi and w j are 1-D quadrature weights and points,
ξ and η are the coordinates in computational space [14], and
Q is the order quadrature approximation [7].
Since we are using quadrilaterals, inexact integration can be used, therefore fourth order
(N=4) or higher polynomial is required in order to be able to integrate the function without
incurring too much error [20]. The advantages of inexact integration are we can still obtain
a stable solution without sacrificing computational cost. Typical polynomials used are Lagrange and Legendre polynomials to interpolate data with given points that are constructed
from the tensor product of 1-D basis functions. In addition, Lagrange polynomials can be
used for 2-D (such as on triangles) but are not tensor product based [13].

2.4

Semi-Discrete Equations

To solve the governing equations numerically, we must first derive a discrete representation
of the PDE. A common method is to discretize the spatial operators and ignore the temporal
11

derivatives first, changing your PDE to an ordinary differential equation (ODE) and then
discretize the remaining system with respect to time [5]. This is known as the method of
lines (MOL) where the spatial and temporal derivatives are handled separately [21].
(e)
(e)
Using the Ωe non-overlapping cells, and by substituting q(e)
N , u N , and f N into the compact
SWE (Equation 2.7), we are able to obtain a weak form of the governing equations written
as

!

∂qN
− FN · ∇ − SN dΩe +
ψ(x)n · Fn ∗ dΓ = 0
ψ(x)
∂t
Γe
Ωe



(2.9)

where FN = F(qN ), defined in Equation 1.2,
SN = S(qN ), defined in Equation 1.3,
n is the outward unit normal vector,
ˆ is the 2-D gradient operator, and iˆ and jˆ are the directional unit vectors in
∇ = ( ∂∂x iˆ + ∂∂y j)
2-D Cartesian space [18],
Γe is the element edge [7], and
F∗N is the numerical flux. A common numerical flux is the Rusanov flux. The Rusanov
flux is the average of the flux of two elements sharing the same edges with the addition of
(| λ |). λ is the maximum wave speed of the system [22] and represents the maximum
eigenvalue of the Jacobian Matrix [18]. λ is defined as

λ = max(| U | +
L

q

φL , |

U |+
R

q

φR )

(2.10)

Therefore, the equation for the Rusanov flux [18] is


1
R
L
F∗N = [FN (qLN ) + FN (qR
)−
|
λ
|
q
−
q
N
N
N n]
2
where U L,R = ul,r · n and is the normal component of the velocity for the edge Γe ,
12

(2.11)

L and R are the left and right side element edges, and
n is the normal outward pointing vector.
By applying a second integration by parts, we obtain the strong integral form
!



∂qN
+ ∇ · FN − SN dx =
ψi (x)n · FN − F∗N dx
ψi (x)
∂t
Γe
Ωe



(2.12)

where F∗N is the Rusanov flux [7].

2.5

Matrix Form

As mentioned earlier, we substitute the equation

qN =

MN
X

ψi qi

(2.13)

i=1

into Equation 2.12, to form the semi-discrete representation of the PDE. Our new equation
becomes



dq j
+
ψi ψ j dx
dt
Ωe







ψi∇ ψ j dx · F j −
Ωe

ψi ψ j dxS j =
Ωe

ψi ψ j ndx · (F − F∗ ) j

(2.14)

Γe

Written in index notation, we define the elemental matrices as
Miej =


Ωe

ψi ψ j dΩ, MiSj =


Γe

ψi ψ j ndΓ, Diej =


Ωe

ψi∇ ψ j dΓ.

(e)
(e)T
Using the elemental matrices, mass (Mi(e)
j ), flux (Fj ), and differentiation (Di j ) we write
the SWE as

Mi(e)
j

dq (e)
j
dt

(e)
e
s T
∗ e
+ (Di(e)T
j )Fj − Mi j S j = (Mi j ) (F − F ) j ,

13

(2.15)

where e refers to an elemental object. In this case, the elemental object is the matrix.
The total time-derivative q is

dq j
dt .

The side base or edge-based evaluation of the elemental matrices is s [7].
When using inexact integration where interpolation and integration points can be colocated, the matrices simplify to
Mi(e)
j = wi | Ji | δi j ,
(l)
(l)
Mi(l)
j = wi | Ji | δi j , and
(e)
Di(e)
| Ji(e) | ∇ψ j (x i ),
j = wi

where δ is the Kronecker delta function, which is equal to 1 if i = j and 0 if i , j [8].
From our defined matrices and dividing by the mass matrix, the SWE become
4
X
dqi(e)
(e)
T (e)
∇ψ j (x i )) Fj = Si +
+ (∇
τi(l) Qi(l) ni(e,l) · (Fi(e) − Fi(∗,l) )
dt
l=1

(2.16)

where Q = 1 if i is on the edge and 0 otherwise, and
τi(l) =

wi(l ) | Ji(l ) |
wi(e) | Ji(e) |

[23].

To simplify τ, we assume ξ = ξ (x) and η = η( y), which allows for the computational axes
to range with the physical axes. We can then write ξ and η as
ξ=

2(x−x 0 )
∆x

− 1 and

η=

2(u− y0 )
∆y

− 1,

where x 0 and y0 are the bottom corner points and ∆x and ∆ y are the lengths of the direction
of the elements [23].
The mapping from computational to physical axes then yields
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∂ξ
2 ∂η
2
=
=
∂ x ∆x ∂ y ∆ y
and
J (e) ≡
| J (l) |=
τi(l) =

∆y
2

2
w∆x

∂ x ∂ y ∂ x ∆x∆ y
−
=
,
∂ξ ∂η ∂η
4

for the left-right edge and

for the left-right edge and

∆x
2

2
w∆ y

(2.17)

(2.18)

for the top-bottom edge and
for the top-bottom edge [23].

Using our previously defined numeral flux function (the Rusanov flux), the SWE is written
as

4
X
dqi(e)
+ (∇ψ j (x i ))T Fj(e) = Si(e) +
τ̂i(l) Qi(l) ni(e,l) · [Fi(e) − Fi(l) − δ | λ max | ni(e,l) (qil) − qi(e) )],
dt
l=1
(2.19)

where τ̂ ≡

τ
2

=

1
w∆s

and

∆s = (∆x, ∆ y) [23].

2.6

Wetting and Drying

When dealing with shallow water bodies, there is always the concern of boundary conditions. In particular, there is the concern of how to model wetting and drying as time
advances in the model. One of the main issues with wetting and drying is the lack of
knowledge concerning the resistance laws for a thin layer of water interacting with ground
irregularities [24] and [25]. In addition, there is a numerical problem of ensuring stability
and conservation of mass [26]. Issues of conservation of mass occur when there is negative
water height in a model.
The DG method allows for the slope of the water height to be modified in order to allow
positive water height. Y. Xing, X. Zhang, and C. Shu [27] were able to overcome the
resistance laws of wetting and drying by introducing a simple positivity preserving limiter,
which modified the water height slope. This limiter can be used in the DG method under
15

suitable CFL conditions and allows for the water height to remain non-negative and also
still preserve the mass conservation with no impact on high-order accuracy. Y. Xing, X.
Zhang, and C. Shu [27] used several numerical examples to confirm the accuracy, stability,
and conservation in mass using a limiter in the DG method.
We use the Y. Xing, X. Zhang, and C. Shu limiter in our model. The new solution variable
is:



qinew = qmean + α qi(e) − qmean ,

(2.20)

!
qmean
,1 .
α = min
qmean − qmin

(2.21)

where e is an element,
i is a gridpoint in e, and

Substituting Equation 2.21 into Equation 2.20, the equation becomes

qinew
For the case where

!

qmean
= qmean +
qi(e) − qmean .
qmean − qmin

qmean
qmean −qmin

(2.22)

> 1, then qmin > 0 and α = 1. Therefore,



qinew = qmean + (1) qi(e) − qmean ,

(2.23)

qinew = qi(e) .

(2.24)

which reduces to

In the case where

qmean
qmean −qmin

qinew

< 1, then qmin < 0. Then

!

qmean
= qmean +
qi(e) − qmean .
qmean − qmin
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(2.25)

If qi(e) = qmin < 0, then qinew = 0 [14].

2.7

Time Integrators with Implicit and Explicit Methods

Time integrators are used to advance the solution forward in time. As previously discussed,
we use both explicit and implicit time integration.

2.7.1

Explicit Time Integration

Explicit time integration uses information at the current time to compute the solution at the
next forward time level. Using the method of lines, our PDE is now an ODE and we must
solve the semi-discrete equation
dq
= S(q), where
dt

(2.26)

S(q) is the source terms and is in linear form and
dq
dt

= λq, where λ , λ(q).

To simplify the exposition let us describe how to solve Equation (2.20) explicitly using the
Forward Euler (FE) method. FE is written as
qn+1 − qn
= λqn .
∆t

(2.27)

We know the information at qn in order to solve for the next forward time level qn+1 .
Solving for qn+1 , we get

qn+1 = qn + ∆tλqn ,

(2.28)

qn+1 = (1 + ∆tλ)qn .

(2.29)

which simplifies further into

Explicit methods are easy to implement but, as mentioned in Chapter 1, explicit time in17

tegrators are restricted by their time step. To determine the time step for explicit time
integrators, we use the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition to find the maximum
Courant number allowable for the time integrator used.
As mentioned earlier [28], the Courant number is defined as
A measure of how much information (u) traverses a computational grid cell
(∆x) in a given time-step (∆t). For explicit Eulerian methods, the Courant
number cannot be greater than 1 because a Courant number greater than 1
means that information is propagating through more than one grid cell at each
time step. The time-integrator does not have time to properly interpret what is
physically happening and the solution will become unstable. [28]
The Courant number is defined as
C∆t
Courant = max
∆s

!e
∀e ∈ [1, ...., Ne ],

(2.30)

HO

where C is the characteristic speed defined as C =| U +

√

a |,

U is the velocity in the direction n defined as U = u · n,
a is the maximum celerity of gravity waves in shallow water as defined in Eq (2.10), and
p
∆s is the grid spacing defined as ∆s = ∆x 2 + ∆ y 2 [19].

2.7.2

Implicit Time Integration

Implicit time integration methods find a solution to a PDE using both the current and later
state of the system. Unlike explicit time integration, there is no Courant number restriction
and therefore implicit methods are not limited by the size of the time step.
One type of implicit method is the Backward Euler’s (BE) Method. BE is written as
qn+1 − qn
= λqn+1 .
∆t
18

(2.31)

Rearranging BE in Ax = b form we get

(I − ∆tλ)qn+1 = qn .

(2.32)

We stated earlier that λ does not equal λ(q). Now let us assume that λ = λ(q). In an
explicit method (i.e., FE), this is not an issue and the equation would be written as
qn+1 − qn
= (λq) n
∆t

(2.33)

Iqn+1 = qn + ∆t(λq) n .

(2.34)

and

While we still are constrained with the Courant number, we know the right hand side of the
equation and can solve for qn+1 .
When we say λ = λ(q), for the implicit method, BE becomes
qn+1 − qn
= (λq) n+1 .
∆t

(2.35)

In order to solve the matrix Ax = b, we get BE to be
Iqn+1 − ∆t (λq) n+1 = qn .

(2.36)

We cannot write the solution in the form A = I − ∆tλ because λ = λ(q), which is a nonlinear equation [28]. Therefore, we use Newton’s method for nonlinear systems in order to
linearize the problem [13]. Newton’s method for nonlinear systems says
F(q) =

qn+1 − qn
− S(qn+1 ) = 0.
∆t

(2.37)

When q is the solution, then F(q) = 0. In order to do this, you must assume you know an
19

initial guess for q(k) , where k = 0.

Using a first-order Taylor series expansion (truncation error is ∆q 2 ), we create an outer
loop in our algorithm to solve for F(q(k+1) ), which is
F(q(k+1) ) = F(q(k) ) +

∂F (k) (k+1)
(q )(q
− q(k) ) = 0
∂q

(2.38)

where q(k+1) is the updated solution.
Rearranging F(q(k+1) ), we get
∂F (k)
(q )∆q = −F(q(k) ),
∂q

(2.39)

which is now in the linear form Ax = b (where x = q(k+1) − q(k) ), and we can solve the
equation.
In order to solve ∂F
∂q , traditionally we would construct the Jacobian. A relatively new
method is the Jacobian-free Newton-Krylov (JFNK) method. According to Knoll and
Keyes [29], JFNK is defined as

a nested iteration method consisting of at least two, and usually four levels. The
primary levels, which give the method its name, are the loop over the Newton
corrections and the loop building up the Krylov subspace out of which each
Newton correction is drawn. Interior to the Krylov loop, a preconditioner is
usually required, which can itself be direct or iterative. Outside of the Newton
loop, a globalization method is often required. This can be implicit time stepping, with time steps chosen to preserve a physically accurate transient. [29]

The JFNK method is extremely complicated and it is important to have a successful Krylov
method [28]. The JFNK method is desirable because it does not require building the Jacobian and saves in computational cost. JFNK uses the Newton Method with the addition of
GMRES (the Krylov subspace solver) to solve the linear problem Ax = b.
As shown by [8], our Krylov subspace is defined as
20

κ n =< b, Ab, ...., An−1 b >=< q1 , q2 , ...., qn >⊆ Cm

(2.40)

and can also be written in matrix form, where
κ n = b Ab ... An−1 b .

In order to solve

∂F
∂q

(2.41)

= J, we write
∂F F (q(k+1) − F (q(k) )
=
.
∂q
q(k+1) − q(k)

(2.42)

We determine a stopping criteria based on an acceptable tolerance, , to solve for ∆q such
that
∂F F (q + ∆q) − F (q)
=
.
∂q
∆q

(2.43)

As demonstrated in [28], rearranging the equation we get

which reduces to

∂F
(F (q + ∆q) − F (q)) ∆q
∆q =
,
∂q
∆q

(2.44)

F (q + ∆q) − F (q)
∂F
∆q =
.
∂q


(2.45)

In conclusion, even though we can have infinitely large time steps using implicit methods
we are still constrained by accuracy. While the system may be stable and there is no
CFL condition, we cannot just choose an infinitely large time step and expect to have
an accurate solution [28]. There will continue to be a growing demand for solving PDEs
through computational models. In our problem, solving the SWE will require continuing
improvements to the order of accuracy and processing time.
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CHAPTER 3:
Verification and Test Cases
The overall objective when solving numerical methods computationally is to obtain a solution. Not only is it important to have a solution, but also the solution must be unique and
accurate. Along with accuracy, another criterion one strives for in computation is stability.
In other words, making small changes in the initial data or conditions should not dramatically change the solution. In addition, we look for the rate of convergence for the solution.
To solve a PDE, we use a discretization method to represent or approximate a continuous
problem. It is important that convergence is obtained. Lastly, your results should provide a valid solution that makes practical sense to a realistic problem you are solving [2].
When you have stability, convergence, and a result that makes practical sense, then you can
accept that there is a unique and accurate solution, which is also known as a well posed
problem [30].
While a unique and accurate solution is important, it is also important to have a computationally efficient model. Models that have large domains can turn into time intensive
computations. One way to reduce computation time is by changing the grid resolution.
Depending on the type of problem you are solving you do not need precise resolution at
every point in your domain. This is often the case when solving the SWE where you have a
large domain but need resolution only every few meters to solve the problem. Let us define
grid resolution as follows:

Resolution =

X max − X min
,
Npoints

Npoints = Nel x ∗ Nop ,
where Nel x is the number of elements in the x direction, and
Nop is the degrees of freedom of the higher order polynomial [14].
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(3.1)

(3.2)

Prior to running a model, it is critical to verify the method you are using to solve that model.
Verification of models is done through test cases, and these cases are compared to test cases
that have been previously performed. For our model, we used three verification cases of
the DG method with a nodal basis on quadrilaterals. Since no experimental solution was
feasible, the models were compared to other numerical simulations. Specifically, these
cases were modeled and compared to three Balzano case studies, which simulate wetting
and drying in one-dimensional shallow water flow [26].
The Balzano test cases were first used to compare wetting and drying methods for finite
difference methods. Balzano used a one-dimensional domain and was evaluating overall accuracy [31]. His models compared large time steps with implicit schemes on an
Arakawa-C grid using a semi-implicit, Eulerian-Lagrangian model with the goal of having
no loss of local mass due to wetting and drying. Balzano found that his results did yield
accurate solutions but had long computational times associated with them, which is most
likely due to the wetting and drying method he used [26].
The three test cases we used represented three different forms of bathymetry and represented a tide that swells and ebbs. By changing the bathymetry, the models increased in
complexity. All three test cases were completed in a basin width of 13,800 meters and a
depth of 5 meters. There was an open boundary at one end and no-flow boundary on the
other end. We ran the model over a period of 43,200 seconds (12 hours) with a time step
10 seconds and a time restart of 900 seconds (0.25 hours). The water began at a height
of two meters above the bathymetry. Over the first 21,600 seconds (6 hours), the water
level was lowered at a consistent rate to a total of four meters. After the water level was
lowered, then the water rose to the original water surface level over the last 21,600 seconds
(6 hours). Twenty-five elements were used in the x-direction, and two elements were used
in the y-direction with a fourth order polynomial.2 This provided a grid resolution of 138
meters.
For time integrators, both an implicit and explicit method were used for each test case. It
was important to run the two time integrators to ensure we had the same results. Having the
same results allowed us to verify the stability and accuracy of our method. We evaluated
2Our test cases were in 1-D. Since our code is written in 2-D, we used more than one element in the
y-direction.
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the difference in values for the implicit and explicit method for both water surface level and
water velocity. To compute the error, the following equation was used:

Error Norm =

Norm(Explicit Method − Implicit Method)
Norm(Explicit Method)

(3.3)

According to [8], a norm is a function (or a mapping)

|| · ||: C → R,

(3.4)

which provides a real-valued length to each vector [8].
The three most common norms (1-Norm, 2-Norm, and ∞-Norm) were used for finding the
error norm. These norms are defined as

|| x ||1 =

m
X

| x i |,

(3.5)

i=1
1
2

m
X

|| x ||2 = *
| xi |2+ =
, i=i
-

√

x ∗ x,

|| x ||∞ = max 1≤ j ≤m | x i | .

(3.6)

(3.7)

where x is a m-vector [8].

3.1

Case 1: Linear Bathymetry

The first case used a linear bathymetry (Figure 3.1). The slope had a uniform bottom, and
over the 12-hour simulation there were two phases in the flow [31]. First, in the ebb phase,
the tide was draining away from the shore and then after 6 hours, began to swell and return
to its original position. Figure 3.2 represents Case 1 using a fully implicit time integrator.
As you can observe, there was no significant difference with the two time integrators, and
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both methods provided stable solutions. Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 show the error norms for
the surface height and velocity over the 12-hour time period. The error was approximately
1 × 10−1 (less than 1 centimeter difference for a domain of 13,800 meters).
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Figure 3.1: Case 1: Testing simulation in 1D with linear bathymetry using
fully explicit time integration.
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Figure 3.2: Case 1: Testing simulation in 1D with linear bathymetry using
fully implicit time integration.
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Table 3.1: Surface height error norm for linear bathymetry
T=0

T=2

T=4

T=6

T=8

T=10

T=12

1-Norm

0

1.00E-03

1.11E-03

1.25E-04

2.00E-03

1.19E-03

1.2E-03

2-Norm

0

1.00E-03

1.12E-03

2.87E-04

2.6E-03

2.27E-03

2.1E-03

Infinity-Norm

0

1.00E-03

1.13E-03

1.6E-03

1.03E-02

9.6E-03

1.016E-03

Table 3.2: Velocity error norm for linear bathymetry
T=0

T=2

T=4

T=6

T=8

T=10

T=12

1-Norm

0

1.80E-04

7.16E-04

1.13E-02

1.27E-02

6.2E-02

4.8E-03

2-Norm

0

1.84E-04

1.3E-03

2.99E-02

3.36E-02

8.1E-03

9.6E-03

Infinity-Norm

0

2.18E-04

5.5E-03

1.008E-01

1.747E-01

2.36E-02

5.22E-02

3.2

Case 2: Linear Bathymetry with Shelf

The second case we modeled was slightly more complex (Figure 3.3). The concept of a tide
ebbing and swelling remained the same and the only change was in the basin’s bathymetry.
Unlike Case 1, the slope did not remain linear. Instead, we used a changing slope to simulate a "shelf" on the basin floor. We used a uniformly sloped bathymetry from 0 to 3,600
meters. The slope then leveled to represent a shelf, which ran from 3,600 meters to 4,800
meters. There was again a pitched slope from 4,800 meters to 13,800 meters.
You can see as the tide receded around hour four that the tide was impacted as it approached
the shelf along the bathymetry. The water level was no longer even. As reflected by a small
wave as seen in Figure 3.3, this change reflects the physical behavior we would expect for
tidal flow along a bathymetry with a shelf.
When the simulation was run with a fully implicit time integrator, there were no dramatic
changes to the solution. Figure 3.4 represents the results for Case 2 using fully implicit
integration. The results of the error norm were very similar to the linear bathymetry model
and remained within 1 × 10−1 magnitude (less than 1 centimeter difference). Table 3.3 and
3.4 shows the error norm for surface height and velocity over the 12 hour period.
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Table 3.3: Surface height error norm for linear bathymetry with a shelf
1-Norm
2-Norm
Infinity-Norm

T=0
0
0
0

T=2
1.00E-03
1.00E-03
1.00E-03

T=4
2.10E-03
3.80E-03
1.80E-03

T=6
1.30E-03
2.30E-03
6.90E-03

T=8
3.60E-03
5.50E-03
1.82E-03

T=10
2.70E-03
4.70E-03
2.00E-02

T=12
1.50E-03
2.40E-03
9.80E-03

Table 3.4: Velocity error norm for linear bathymetry with a shelf
1-Norm
2-Norm
Infinity-Norm

T=0
0
0
0

T=2
1.94E-04
2.01E-04
4.38E-04

T=4
7.10E-03
2.06E-02
5.706E-02

T=6
3.48E-02
5.93E-02
1.01E-02

T=8
3.76E-02
6.73E-02
2.09E-02
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Figure 3.3: Case 2: Testing simulation in 1D with changing sloping
bathymetry to represent a shelf using fully explicit time integration.
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Figure 3.4: Case 2: Testing simulation in 1D with changing sloping
bathymetry to represent a shelf using fully implicit time integration.

3.3

Case 3: Linear Bathymetry with Tidal Pool

The third and final case was the most complex because we needed multiple changing slopes
in bathymetry to simulate a tidal pool in a basin (Figure 3.5). The external force of the tide
ebbing and flowing remained consistent with Case 1 and Case 2. The new bathymetry was
a linear slope from 0 to 3,600 meters. Then from 3,600 meters to 48,000 meters, the slope
became positive to represent a tidal pool. From 4,800 meters to 13,800 meters the slope
returned to a negative linear slope.
In Figure 3.5, you can see the tide reacting with the tidal pool in the basin, similar to Case
2 when the tide reacted with the shelf. The tidal reaction with the bathymetry is even more
prominent as the tide shifted from receding to swelling and returned to initial surface levels.
This interaction between the water in the bathymetry illustrates what we would expect to
happen.
This case was the most computationally intensive of the three tests due to being a more
complex problem due to having positive and negative slopes. The simulation was able to
run for fully implicit (Figure 3.6) and the results were similar to the fully explicit method.
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Table 3.5 and Table 3.6 shows the error norm for the surface height and velocity.
By running the three test cases, we were able to confirm that our method provides stable
results that converge to accurate and unique solutions. This verification will allow us to
run other simulations. In the next chapter, a new simulation will be done with a different
bathymetry and acting force. Instead of a tide ebbing and swelling, we will simulate an
acting force of a wave, which will represent a storm surge.
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Figure 3.5: Case 3: Testing simulation in 1D with changing sloping
bathymetry to represent a tidal pool using fully explicit time integration.
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Figure 3.6: Case 3: Testing simulation in 1D with changing sloping
bathymetry to represent a tidal pool using fully implicit time integration.

Table 3.5: Surface height error norm for linear bathymetry with a tidal pool
1-Norm
2-Norm
Infinity-Norm

T=0
0
0
0

T=2
1.00E-03
1.00E-03
1.10E-03

T=4
5.50E-03
7.20E-03
1.96E-02

T=6
3.20E-03
4.90E-03
8.80E-03

T=8
7.10E-03
1.12E-02
2.44E-02

T=10
9.00E-03
1.24E-02
4.90E-02

T=12
5.00E-03
8.40E-03
2.48E-02

Table 3.6: Velocity error norm for linear bathymetry with a tidal pool
1-Norm
2-Norm
Infinity-Norm

T=0
0
0
0

T=2
2.23E-04
2.81E-04
1.20E-03

T=4
2.39E-01
3.95E-02
8.08E-02
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T=6
1.16E-01
1.80E-02
3.58E-01

T=8
6.88E-02
1.41E-02
3.58E-01

T=10
1.96E-02
2.79E-02
4.88E-01

T=12
3.64E-01
5.58E-02
1.62E-01
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CHAPTER 4:
Simulation of A Storm Surge in La Push, Washington
After verifying the correctness of our model with three test cases, we can use a real-world
case study to analyze the changes in momentum flux from a wave due to altering the
bathymetry. Our real-world case study will compare the momentum flux for two different types of bathymetry based on field data from La Push, Washington. We also analyze
two different tide levels for each bathymetry.

4.1

Project Description

We simulate the effects of a storm surge on a USACE beach restoration project within the
Quileute Nation’s reservation land, which is located on the northwest coast of the Olympic
Peninsula [15]. Refer to Figure 4.1 for a detailed location of the project site. A beach
restoration project consists of placing materials such as sand, sediment and/or large armor
stones along a shoreline to reduce damage from different types of storms to include storm
surges. The intent of a beach restoration project is to prevent overtopping waves from
breaching the mainland and causing damage and erosion.
The restoration project in La Push is important because, when there is a storm surge that
breaches the land, the local navigation channel becomes filled with sediment due to erosion.
The local navigation channel is important for both the United States Coast Guard (USCG)
and the Quileute Nation. The USCG has a local station there and uses the channel for
search and rescue operations along the Olympic Peninsula. Their station is the only one
between Westport, Washington and Neah Bay, Washington. The Quileute Nation relies on
the channel as a harbor for subsistence fishing [15].
Along the Olympic Peninsula, winter and spring storms cause significant erosion and damage in La Push. The damage caused by these storms motivated the USACE to provide
beach restoration under the authority Public Law (PL) 84-99 [15]. PL 84-99 grants authority to USACE from Congress to react to emergencies due to flooding and provides them
with the capabilities to repair and rehabilitate flood control projects [32].
The simulations demonstrates a wave breaking on a shoreline with existing bathymetry and
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a wave breaking on a shoreline with a new bathymetry based on the plans for the restoration
project. The main inputs for the model are the existing and new bathymetry, the amplitudes
of waves from existing field data, boundary conditions, field data measurements of low and
high tides, the number of elements for resolution, and time step.

Figure 4.1: Location of beach restoration in La Push, Washington. Source:
[33].

4.1.1

Bathymetry

The USACE gathered real bathymetry data on the shoreline in La Push, Washington. Figure 4.2 represents a typical cross-sectional area of the existing bathymetry and the planned
bathymetry for the beach restoration used in our model.
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Figure 4.2: Cross-sectional of existing and future bathymetry of La Push,
Washington. Source: [15].

The USACE cross-sectional data was then replicated in our model and used as the foundation for modeling our real-world test cases. To simulate the reproduction of the model
we built two different bathymetries in our code. Our bathymetries were built as part of
our initial conditions and in the construction of our grid geometry in our model. We established an x-max in our domain to replicate the distance the wave would travel. The real
world bathymetry was then broken into multiple sections where we fitted line segments and
parabolic functions based on the magnitude of changing slopes to the real world bathymetry
for replication. While we were not able to exactly replicate the field data we attempted to
make a closest fit to each section of the bathymetry. Figure 4.3 represents the reproduction
of the old and new bathymetry.
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Figure 4.3: Reproduction of old and new bathymetry

4.1.2

Boundary Conditions and Manning’s Coefficient

To simulate a storm surge we treated the shoreline as a fixed wall boundary. We used a
no-flux boundary as Alevras did in his masters thesis on a real-world tsunami in the Indian
Ocean [7]:

n · u = 0.

(4.1)

We used a finite domain with fixed boundaries at the far left and right and evaluated the
initial wave that hit the left bounded wall of the model. Since it was a computationally
expensive calculation, we needed to approximate when the initial interaction of the wave
with the left boundary wall would occur prior to running the simulation. To do this, we
used the wave speed formula for estimating wave time travel. The equation used for the
wave speed formula is
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speed =

p

g∗H

(4.2)

where H is the water depth and
g is acceleration due to gravity [34].
After we find the speed of the wave with respect to gravity and height we can find the
approximate time a wave will take to reach the shoreline with the formula

time =

L
,
speed

(4.3)

where L is the distance the wave will travel.
For our model, we used data collected from a buoy with a water depth of 114.3 meters and
30,000 meters from the shoreline [35]. Using these parameters, we would expect the wave
to reach the shoreline in 15 minutes at the earliest.
Based on [36], we used a Manning’s roughness coefficient of 0.02 to replicate the friction
from the sand interacting with the wave on the ocean floor. Another assumption we made
was that the sand material was uniform across the bed of the ocean floor and therefore, that
Manning’s coefficient never changed.

4.1.3

Wave Amplitude and Base

We determined the wave amplitude based on a year’s worth of historical data on waves from
the National Data Buoy Center, which is part of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA). We analyzed data from Buoy Station 46041 (near Cape Elizabeth,
Washington), which is located at 47.353 N 124.731 W [35]. See Figure 4.4 for the exact
location. The station is approximately 30 kilometers from the project site. This buoy
data from 2014 was substantiated by an independent field study contracted by USACE.
Researchers involved in this independent field study took measurements of waves, water
levels, and currents at a location offshore to the mouth of the Quillayute River near La Push,
Washington (47.536N, 124.392W). Figure 4.5 shows the location of their study [15].
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Figure 4.4: Location of Station 46041 with respect to La Push, Washington.
Adapted from data in [37].

Figure 4.5: Location of proposed and actual location of field measurements
conducted by USACE for La Push, Washington. Source: [15].

Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 display a year’s worth of data from Station 46041, specifically
the maximum wave height and the hourly wave period [35].
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Figure 4.6: Maximum wave heights At Station 46041 in 2014. Adapted from
data in [35].
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2014 Dominant Wave Period: Hourly Data
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Figure 4.7: Period between maximum waves At Station 46041 in 2014.
Adapted from data in [35].

According to the data from Station 46041, the maximum wave height was close to 9 meters
with a period between 5 to 20 seconds between waves. The data was very similar to the
USACE field data, which showed the maximum wave height as approximately 11 meters
and an average maximum wave height of approximately 6 meters [15]. For our simulation,
we modeled 11-meter waves to account for the worst-case scenario. Station 46041 is 30
40

kilometers from the project site; therefore, we needed to extend our domain to accurately
reflect the starting point of the wave. The water depth at Station 46041 is 114.3 meters.
Since we do not have data on the bathymetry for the entire domain we made an assumption
that the bathymetry is linear 100 meters from the shoreline to Station 46041 (30,000 meters
from the shoreline) [35]. While this is a broad assumption, with limited information this
was our best solution. In addition, we are primarily concerned with detailed data near the
shoreline where the changes in new and old bathymetry were occurring.
Waves in the ocean have some inherent properties to include a relationship between wavelength, period, and wave speed. We used these relationships to determine the base of the
wave. From the Environmental Systems and Introduction Text, we used the shallow water
wavelength equation, which is appropriate for storm surges since they typically have long
wavelengths. The shallow water wavelength equation is defined as

λ = 1.56T 2

(4.4)

where T is the period between waves [38].
Using the wave period data from Station 46041, we determined a total wavelength of 40
meters, making the wave base 20 meters.

4.1.4

High Tide Versus Low Tide

We wanted to evaluate the effects of storm surges on the old and new bathymetry based
on different sea levels that occur in the local area. In particular, we wanted to look at the
extreme high and low tides in La Push, Washington, which resulted from the monthly lunar
cycle. Based on annual field data from U.S. Harbors, La Push has an extreme high tide of
2.96 meters and an extreme low tide of 0.67 meters [39]. To simulate the high and low tides
in the model, we shifted the bathymetry to correspond with the changing vertical distance
of the water level with respect to the basin floor.
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4.1.5

Resolution and Time Step

Given our large domain (30,000 meters), there was a large computational cost required to
run the model. While we wanted an accurate and unique solution, we also wanted to have
a computationally efficient model. To reduce the computational cost, we modified the grid
resolution. To maintain high-order accuracy, we still used a fourth order polynomial and
two elements in the y-direction. For our model, we were only concerned with the effects
of the wave on the bathymetry for the last 100 meters because this location is where the
changes between the old and new bathymetry occur. Also, since we were simulating a wave
that has an amplitude of 11 meters and wavelength 40 meters (wave base of 20 meters), we
only needed a resolution of 4 meters in the domain. With a resolution of over 4 meters with
a domain of 30,000 meters we needed 1880 elements in the x-direction, which means that
we required 7520 points to run the model.
After we ran the model, we realized that the number of x-elements did not accurately
represent the bathymetry. There were discrepancies in the new bathymetry occurring at the
last 100 meters where multiple changes in the bathymetry slope were occurring. With 7520
points, the model had a hard time transitioning from changing bathymetry slopes causing
distortions in the model to include extra line segments. The discrepancies caused us to
change the resolution from 1880 elements in the x-direction to 5640 elements that resulted
in a total of 22560 points. While the increase in elements was necessary, the increase by
15040 elements more than doubled the computational time to run the model. You can
see the difference in resolution in Figure 4.8. In Figure 4.8, you see discrepancies in the
bathymetry at 15 meters and 53 meters in the domain. At 15 meters, the bathymetry should
change from a slope of 0 to 0.0966 and at 53 meters the bathymetry should change slope
from 0.0966 to 0.024. Using 7520 points, there are variances in the slope causing extra
line segments to display due to lack of points. With 22560 points you do not see these
extra line segments. It was important to have a higher resolution otherwise when the wave
approaches the bathymetries we would not be able to get an accurate representation of how
effective the bathymetries were in response to a storm surge.
Lastly, we decided our model should run with a time step of 0.05 seconds and time restart
of every 45 seconds (0.75 minutes) both implicitly and explicitly for a total of 2100 seconds
(35 minutes). For implicit integration, we could have used a much larger time step based on
our validation of our test cases in Chapter 3, but decided to keep the same time step as we
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Figure 4.8: Difference in bathymetry resolution using 7520 and 22560 points.

used for explicit integration. We kept the same time step in order to compare the difference
in error between implicit and explicit integration. We wanted to see how different the
implicit solution would be from the explicit. If we chose a different time-step, then we
would introduce errors of the order of the time-integrator accuracy and would not be able
to compare implicit with explicit. We choose a time restart of every 45 seconds based on
the velocity of the wave. If we used a larger time restart than 45 seconds we would risk not
effectively capturing the simulation. For every 45 seconds, the model provided a new frame
of data on the wave to include the location along the shoreline, wave height, and velocity
of the wave.
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4.2

Metric Used to Measure Effectiveness of Bathymetry

To validate the effectiveness of the beach restoration project, we used a similar method as
[40] and found the momentum flux of the waves to determine their strength and destructive
power. We looked at both the momentum flux of an 11-meter wave at high and low tide
for the old and new bathymetry. Conceptually, momentum flux is similar to kinetic energy.
While kinetic energy is defined as momentum per mass, for momentum flux we use the
total column height of the water as the role of mass. The equation used for momentum flux
is
1 2
ϑ H,
(4.5)
2
where ϑ is velocity of the wave, and
H is the total water column height (H = hb + h s ).
The distance from the bathymetry to the mean level of the surface water is hb and hs is the
distance from the mean level of the surface water to the surface height [41].3
More specifically, we analyzed the momentum flux of the wave just prior to the wave
reaching the left boundary. The momentum flux was graphed with respect to time and
compared against different bathymetries.

4.3

Results From The Model

We first looked at the total momentum flux for the entire 30,000 meter domain. We took
the 2-norm of the momentum flux for each time frame in the simulation to show the total
momentum flux. Across the entire domain, there was very little difference between the old
and new bathymetry as seen in Figure 4.8. The lack of difference makes practical sense
due to the main difference in bathymetry occurring only in the last 100 meters. Therefore,
we also looked at the total momentum flux in the last 100 meters.
3This equation is useful for predicting the amount of energy near the coastline because the wave height
(H) will increase near shallow water even while the velocity (ϑ) decreases.
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Figure 4.9: Total norm momentum flux for the entire computational domain
(30,000 meters).

4.3.1

High Tide

Looking at the surface height of the wave as it approaches the shoreline you can see the
wave is approximately 2 meters high for both the old and new bathymetry (See Figure 4.9).
We determined when the wave hit the shoreline first by estimating the arrival of the wave
using the wave speed formula. We then refined our wave arrival time to shore by running
a time lapse video of the output frames from our model. Using our time lapse video,
we determined, in high-tide conditions, that the wave hits the shore line at 21 minutes.
Analyzing Figure 4.9, you see little difference between the surface height for the old and
new bathymetries. One difference between the two is that as the wave approaches the
old bathymetry the slope of the wave is significantly steeper than in the new bathymetry.
This is indicative of a hydraulic jump or bore occurring. The oncoming wave of the new
bathymetry is less vertical, which indicates the wave is not as strong.
It is not until you look at the momentum flux that you notice a more significant impact from
the changed bathymetry. As seen in Fig 4.10, the new bathymetry has less momentum flux
than the old and therefore the changes are more effective at mitigating the damage from
3
storm surges. The peak momentum flux for the old bathymetry was 3.9 ms2 compared to the
3
3
new bathymetry with a peak of 2.9 ms2 , which is a difference of 1.0 ms2 .
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Figure 4.10: Surface height of the wave prior to reaching the shoreline for
old and new bathymetries during high-tide.
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Figure 4.11: Momentum flux of the old and new bathymetries along the
closest 100 meters to shoreline during high-tide.

4.3.2

Low Tide

For low tide, the surface height of the wave as it approaches the shore is about 1 meter
smaller than for the high tide (See Figure 4.11). Similar to the high tide model, we used
a time lapse video to determine when the wave hit the shoreline. The wave took approximately 23 minutes to reach the shore. Because there is less water during low tide, the
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velocity of the wave was slower and therefore took longer to arrive at the shore than during
high tide conditions. Both the old and new bathymetry have similar wave heights but you
can see that the base of the wave for the new bathymetry is not as large compared to the
old bathymetry. While both bathymetries have similar wave heights, there is a significant
difference in momentum flux from the different bathymetries (See Figure 4.12). The old
3
bathymetry has a maximum momentum flux of 1.12 ms2 compared to the new bathymetry
3
3
with a maximum momentum flux of 0.41 ms2 , which is a difference of 0.79 ms2 . The scale
of variance of momentum flux from the low tide compared to the high tide means that the
new bathymetry is more effective during a storm surge in low-tide conditions compared to
high-tide conditions.
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Figure 4.12: Surface height of the wave prior to reaching the shoreline for
old and new bathymetry during low-tide.
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Figure 4.13: Momentum flux of different bathymetries along the shoreline
during low-tide.

4.4

Error in Time Integration

Similar to the case studies in Chapter 3, we assessed the accuracy of the implicit method
compared to that of the explicit method by computing the error norms. We computed
the 1-Norm, 2-Norm, and the ∞-Norm for the surface height and velocity, for both low
tide and high tide. With its proven accuracy, we consider explicit time integration as the
fundamental truth and used it as a comparison to implicit integration. By showing little
error in implicit integration we can now run the implicit time integration with a larger
time-step and know we are computing quality results (up to time-truncation error).

4.4.1

Error in Time Integration for Old Bathymetry

We looked at the error norms in implicit time integration compared to explicit time integration for surface height and velocity during high tide for the old bathymetry as seen in
Tables 4.1 and 4.2. The implicit method performed well with an error tolerance ranging
from 10−2 to 10−1 . The norm errors for surface height and velocity during low tide are seen
in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. Similarly, the error tolerance during low tide conditions ranged from
10−2 to 10−1 .
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Table 4.1: Norm error for the surface height of old bathymetry during high
tide from 0 to 21 minutes
T=0 T=3
T=6
T=9
T=12 T=15 T=18 T=21
1-Norm

0

0.0241

0.0196

0.0174

0.0148

0.0115

0.0096

0.0068

2-Norm

0

0.0436

0.0395

0.0366

0.0334

0.0300

0.280

0.0229

Infinity-Norm

0

0.1021

0.0920

0.0779

0.0677

0.0527

0.0489

0.0463

Table 4.2: Error norm for the velocity of old bathymetry during high tide
from 0 to 21 minutes
T=0 T=3
T=6
T=9
T=12 T=15 T=18 T=21
1-Norm

0

0.0332

0.0273

0.0251

0.0224

0.0188

0.0160

0.0219

2-Norm

0

0.0735

0.0754

0.0735

0.0695

0.0638

0.0560

0.1162

Infinity-Norm

0

0.2647

0.2646

0.2645

0.2645

0.2645

0.2645

0.3861

Table 4.3: Error norm for the surface height of old bathymetry during low
tide from 0 to 21 minutes
T=0 T=3
T=6
T=9
T=12 T=15 T=18 T=21
1-Norm

0

0.0188

0.0149

0.0119

0.0103

0.0091

0.0070

0.0052

2-Norm

0

0.0364

0.0310

0.0254

0.0228

0.0222

0.0184

0.0154

Infinity-Norm

0

0.0678

0.0514

0.0362

0.0352

0.0325

0.0257

0.0221

Table 4.4: Error norm for the velocity of old bathymetry during low tide
from 0 to 21 minutes
T=0 T=3
T=6
T=9
T=12 T=15 T=18 T=21
1-Norm

0

0.0250

0.0199

0.0168

0.0156

0.0142

0.0118

0.0109

2-Norm

0

0.0441

0.0404

0.0357

0.0347

0.0352

0.0313

0.0360

Infinity-Norm

0

0.0910

0.0881

0.0902

0.0965

0.1092

0.0931

0.1311

4.4.2

Error in Time Integration in New Bathymetry

As we would expect, the norm errors for the new bathymetry were very similar to those for
the old bathymetry during both high and low tide as seen in Tables 4.5 and 4.6. The errors
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ranged from 10−2 to 10−1 . During low tide, the norm errors also ranged from 10−2 to 10−1 ,
as seen in Tables 4.7 and 4.8.
Table 4.5: Error norm for the surface height of new bathymetry during high
tide from 0 to 21 minutes
T=0 T=3
T=6
T=9
T=12 T=15 T=18 T=21
1-Norm

0

0.0276

0.0299

0.0333

0.0387

0.0443

0.0515

0.0599

2-Norm

0

0.0415

0.0378

0.0338

0.0339

0.0308

0.0305

0.0294

Infinity-Norm

0

0.1080

0.0897

0.0690

0.0676

0.0539

0.0457

0.0486

Table 4.6: Error norm for the velocity of new bathymetry during high tide
from 0 to 21 minutes
T=0 T=3
T=6
T=9
T=12 T=15 T=18 T=21
1-Norm

0

0.0747

0.0843

0.0893

0.0905

0.0883

0.0803

0.0639

2-Norm

0

0.1880

0.02006

0.1963

0.1848

0.1664

0.1417

0.0765

Infinity-Norm

0

0.9652

1.1947

1.2504

1.2152

1.0939

0.8887

0.3247

Table 4.7: Error norm for the surface height of new bathymetry during low
tide from 0 to 21 minutes
T=0 T=3
T=6
T=9
T=12 T=15 T=18 T=21
1-Norm

0

0.0189

0.0144

0.0125

0.0105

0.0087

0.0069

0.0051

2-Norm

0

0.0364

0.0288

0.0263

0.0222

0.0186

0.0170

0.0145

Infinity-Norm

0

0.0627

0.0463

0.0385

0.0380

0.0282

0.0250

0.0246

Table 4.8: Error norm for the velocity of new bathymetry during low tide
from 0 to 21 minutes
T=0 T=3
T=6
T=9
T=12 T=15 T=18 T=21
1-Norm

0

0.0266

0.0202

0.0177

0.0161

0.0145

0.0123

0.0097

2-Norm

0

0.0461

0.0402

0.0378

0.0361

0.0346

0.0318

0.0294

Infinity-Norm

0

0.0874

0.0953

0.0911

0.1085

0.0995

0.0964

0.1106
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4.5

Grid Refinement

While we demonstrated that our model produced accurate solutions, one of the major limiting factors was computational cost. Our model provided a resolution of 1.3 meters. As
previously discussed, a resolution of 1.3 meters is desirable for the last 1000 meters but is
not strictly necessary for the remainder of the domain. In reality, we only need a resolution
of approximately 10 meters for the remainder of the domain to model a wave with a base
of 20 meters.
One way to modify the resolution through the domain is with a program called GMSH,
which is a finite element grid generator that has a built-in CAD engine and can take in various parameters to generate meshes used for the finite element method [42]. The program
allows us to create the desired geometry for our domain and GMSH is able to produce a
.msh file, which can be read by our model.
To refine our grid we decomposed the grid into two planes. One plane modeled the first
1000 meters of the domain from the shoreline (near shore plane) and the second plane
represented the domain from 1000 meters to 30000 meters (deep ocean plane). See Figure
4.14.

Figure 4.14: Grid divided into two planes: shoreline and deep ocean.

For the deep ocean plane, we wanted to have a resolution of every 10 meters from 1000
meters to 30000 meters. To obtain a 10 meter resolution we would need 725 elements in
the x-direction of the plane and a total of 2900 points. Similar to our previous set-up, the
points would be evenly spaced. Figure 4.15 represents a sample of the grid for the deep
ocean plane.
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Figure 4.15: Sample of the deep ocean plane with 10 meter resolution using
GMSH.

For the near shore plane, we wanted to maintain a resolution between 1-3 meters for the
100 meters closest to the shoreline. To prevent any discontinuity when meshing the near
shore and deep ocean planes, we wanted our resolution for the near shore plane at 1000
meters to be close to 10 meters to match the deep ocean plane’s resolution. The closer to
the shoreline the more refined we made the grid. Each point had a progression of 1.009%.
For example, the first point had a resolution of 1.009 meters, the second 1.018 meters, the
third 1.027 meters, etc. We needed 116 elements in the x-direction for a total of 464 points
to develop the near shore plane. Figure 4.16 shows the grid we used for the near shore
plane.
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Figure 4.16: Near shore plane with resolution ranging from 1-10 meters using
GMSH.

With our new grid, we needed a total of 841 elements in the x-direction for a total of 3364
points. Compared to our old configuration with 5640 elements in the x-direction for a
total of 22560 points, we reduced the model by 19,196 points and were able to run the
model approximately close to seven times faster than before with close to the same level of
accuracy.
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4.5.1

Bathymetry Discrepancy

While the model was faster, there was a small discrepancy in the new bathymetry as seen
in Figure 4.15. Around the value 53.5 meters in the domain you can see that there is an
inconsistency in the slope change of the GMSH grid compared to the original grid. This
error is due to an issue with the grid resolution but is small enough to not impact our results
in calculating momentum flux. There were no discrepancies with the GMSH grid for the
old bathymetry. Since the old bathymetry is only one parabolic function it is easier to
replicate compared to the new bathymetry, which has multiple changing slopes.
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of Original grid and GMSH grid.

4.5.2

Momentum Flux Comparison

Comparing the momentum flux between the model with the original grid and the grid using
GMSH you can see there are slight differences in the results. In particular, both for high
tide and low tide the GMSH grid had a higher norm momentum flux value than the original
grid. It is not surprising that the static adaptive grid does not match the high-grid resolution.
A study by Giraldo et al. [43] shows while there is a cost savings in computational time
when using an adaptive grid there is also a trade off with a decrease in accuracy.
For high tide, the peak momentum flux with the GMSH grid for the old bathymetry was
3
3
3
5.81 m
and the new bathymetry had a peak of 4.99 mn2 , this is a difference of 1.91 m
and
m2
m2
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3

2.09 m
with respect to the results of the original grid. See Figure 4.18. This is over a 50%
m2
difference in values of momentum flux between the original and GMSH grid. In the future,
one option to decrease the differences is to refine the grid in the proximity of the changing
slope.
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Figure 4.18: Momentum flux comparison during high tide using original and
GMSH grid.

For low tide, the peak momentum flux with the GMSH grid for the old bathymetry was
3
3
3
1.18 m
and the new bathymetry had a peak of 0.73 mn2 , this is a difference of 0.06 m
and
m2
m2
55

3

0.32 m
with respect to the results of the original grid. See Figure 4.19.
m2
1.2
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Figure 4.19: Momentum flux comparison during low tide using original and
GMSH grid.

4.5.3

Quantifying Error

By going to a coarser grid (GMSH), there is resolution lost in the simulation. While there
is lost information, there is a significant gain in computational speed. Using this coarser
grid, we ran the model almost seven times faster than before.
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To fully understand the differences in the GMSH model compared to the original model, we
found the norm of the GMSH and original grids measuring bathymetry, surface height, and
velocity. We then took the difference between the GMSH and original grid for bathymetry,
surface height, and velocity to compare discrepancies. Since the GMSH grid was constructed differently from the original grid and it was not uniformly spaced we had to create
a separate domain for comparison. We created a new grid from 0 to 1000 within 1000
evenly spaced points. Then we used a cubic spline interpolation in order to approximate
our functions with the new domain. The approximation is done through dividing an interval
into subintervals and then we approximate the polynomial in the subinterval [13].
The differences in bathymetry and surface height were minor compared to differences in
velocity for the GMSH model. Figure 4.20 illustrates the velocity discrepancies. The
velocity is higher in the GMSH model at approximately 25 minutes into the simulation.
This would explain why the GMSH grid simulation had a higher momentum flux than the
original.
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Figure 4.20: Comparison of old grid and GMSH grid.

4.5.4

Error Caused By Spurious Waves

To completely understand why there was a larger discrepancy for the water velocity compared to the minimal differences seen in the bathymetry and surface height we ran a full
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time lapse video overlapping the two grids velocity output frames for both the 1000 meter
domain and the 30,000 meter domain. Running a full time lapse video we noticed that
the velocity caused by the spurious wave was reflecting on the right boundary wall and
interacting with our simulation.4

Wave Height, meters

Wave Height, meters

In order to run our model we had to have an initial wave in the deep ocean. The initial
wave broke into two waves. See Figure 4.21. One wave was an authentic wave and the
other wave is a spurious wave. The authentic wave traveled towards the shoreline while
the spurious wave traveled to the deep shore where it hit the right boundary of the model.
After hitting the boundary wall the wave reflected and traveled back towards the shoreline.
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Figure 4.21: Authentic wave and spurious wave.

There was always a concern about the spurious wave’s artificial impact on the two bathymetries. To address the issue we ran a time lapse video of the surface height of the model.
In our time lapse video the surface height of the false wave did not reach our domain of
concern till after the authentic wave reached the shoreline. What was not initially looked
at was the impact of the water velocity from the artificial wave.
The spurious wave impacted the velocity more on the GMSH grid than the old grid. Since
the GMSH grid had a significantly coarser resolution in the deep sea plane there was an
4A spurious wave is a wave that should in principle travel out to the open ocean but due to our boundary
conditions is reflected back into the model.
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increase of numerical dispersion error across the grid. The numerical dispersion error led to
a phase error of increase magnitude as the spurious wave traveled through the domain [44].
This phase error also aided in the discrepancies in the comparison of momentum flux.

4.6

Refined Boundary Conditions

There are a couple of possibilities to overcome the velocity discrepancies with the spurious
wave. The first option is to increase the domain size. An increase in the domain size would
allow for a longer travel time of the spurious wave and delay the wave from reflecting and
interacting with the different bathymetries. While this method would work, the computational cost would significantly increase and be counterproductive in developing a model
that is computationally efficient.
Another option would be to establish a sponge layer non-reflecting boundary condition
(NRBC) on the right wall of the model. A NRBC is when an artificial boundary, B, is
created, which truncates the original domain, Ω, and also creates a residual domain, D.
When the spurious wave enters the artificial boundary, the wave is eliminated and does not
reflect back into the original domain [45].
We would add a NRBC to our code and then solve the time dependent problem numerically
in the original domain such that given our original semi-discrete equation (Eq 2.23),
dq
= S(q),
dt

(4.6)

qn+1 = qn + ∆tS(qn ),

(4.7)

qn+1 = αqexplicit + βqboundar y ,

(4.8)

we solved the equation explicitly as

where qn+1 = qexplicit .
Then with an NRBC in place,
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where for the following conditions,
α = 1, then β = 1 − α, or
α = 0, then β = 1.
While we did not use a NRBC, in future simulations we will apply these new conditions.

4.7

Chapter Summary

Based on our model inputs, our predictions that the new bathymetry would have less momentum flux coincided with the results of our simulation. There was less momentum flux
at the shoreline for the new bathymetry compared to the old bathymetry. Therefore, the
beach restoration was an effective project in reducing energy along the shoreline during
storm surges. This reduction in energy means there would be less destruction from the
storm surge with the new bathymetry.
While we had to use a higher grid resolution, which increased the computational time,
we were able to provide accurate solutions both with implicit and explicit time integrators. We ran our model on the Naval Postgraduate School’s supercomputer, also known as
the "Hamming" computer (named after world-renowned mathematician Dr. Richard Hamming), in order to meet the high random access memory (RAM) demand. Since we were
using a large grid, Hamming’s large RAM proved to be very beneficial to run our model.
Hamming is a Sun Microsystems High-Performance Cluster that has a processing power
of 10.736 teraflops (10.736 trillion floating-point operations per second) [46]. To run each
simulation, it took approximately 80 hours of processing time on Hamming. In the future,
if we parallelize our code, the simulations will run faster since we will have the flexibility
to use more than one core of Hamming.
After running our simulation at high resolution, we then modified our grid to varying resolutions depending on the location of the domain. The grid modification allowed for a
faster computational time. While the model ran significantly faster we did sacrifice some
resolution due to a coarser grid. We also learned the impacts a spurious wave has on water
velocity and momentum flux.
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CHAPTER 5:
Conclusion
Our study used the DG method to solve the SWE on quadrilaterals. Prior to running our
simulation of two bathymetries in La Push, WA, we verified our method with three test
cases using both explicit and implicit time integrators. The verification of our method was
essential prior to simulating a storm surge. During our verification, we also determined the
error for the implicit method compared to the explicit method. We calculated the 1-norm,
2-norm, and ∞-norm and found that our error ranged from 10−2 to 10−1 in magnitude,
which was within our desired tolerance. Demonstrating the effectiveness of the implicit
time integrator gave us the flexibility to use large time-steps for future work. After our
test verification was completed, we then simulated a beach restoration project in La Push,
Washington. Based on field data, we simulated an 11-meter wave moving across 30,000
meters and breaking on the old and new bathymetry. The momentum fluxes were calculated
and compared to determine if the new bathymetry was more resistant to a storm surge.
Throughout this study, we focused on the most optimal resolution with computational efficiency. After we initially ran our model, we realized there were discrepancies and therefore increased the resolution from 7520 points to 22560 points. High resolution of the
bathymetry was important because if we had poor resolution then we would have inaccurate results for computing momentum flux.
After running the model at a high resolution, we modified the grid resolution to vary
throughout the domain with a focus on high resolution closer to the shoreline where we
were more concerned. The grid modification allowed us to save in computational time by a
factor of 6.7. While we saved in computational time, we did sacrifice some accuracy due to
the coarser grid. We also saw the impacts a spurious wave has on velocity and momentum
flux for a coarser grid.
Our results showed that the storm surge had less momentum flux along the shoreline for
the new bathymetry compared to the old bathymetry for both high tide and low tide storm
surges. Therefore, the new bathymetry was more effective against the destruction of storm
surges. In particular, the new bathymetry was more effective during a low-tide storm surge
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compared to a high-tide storm surge.

5.1

Limitations

Prior to this study, the code that we used had not been verified against similar models.
Verification of the code was a limiting factor due to the time that was required prior to
being able to run our simulation. In addition, without the ability to physically replicate
our model with the use of wave tanks in a laboratory, we had to use previous numerical
simulations for comparison. In particular, we used the Balzano test cases for comparison.
With a domain of 30,000 meters and a wave height of 11-meters, it was not feasible to run a
full-scale laboratory experiment of a storm surge of this magnitude; however, it would still
have been desirable to have a scaled-down physical model of the simulated storm surge.
We were limited by available input data. Given the remote location of La Push, Washington we were constrained with limited data and had to make some assumptions for the
simulations. Some of these assumptions included having a uniform bottom friction constant of 0.02 and also assuming the bathymetry after 100 meters from the shoreline was
linear till reaching Buoy Station 46041. In addition, our high-tide and low-tide conditions
came from the U.S. Harbors and covered the general region of the Olympic Peninsula and
was not specific to La Push. While we were limited in data input, we were able to use
multiple resources to help substantiate our assumptions.
Lastly, we also were constantly facing the issue of computational efficiency versus resolution. When you are primarily interested in the quality of the solution in the last 100 meters
of a large domain, you need to determine an appropriate number of elements. Determining the number of elements, allows us to optimize the balance between computational efficiency and resolution. For our model, we used a fourth order polynomial with two elements
in the y-direction and 5640 elements in the x-direction for a total of 22560 points. We could
have continued to add elements in the x-direction, but computation time limited our model
to 5640 elements.

5.2

Future Work

Adding a NRBC to our model will be desirable to eliminate the spurious wave. With an
addition of a NRBC, we would run both bathymetries with the original grid and GMSH
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grid and there would be less of a difference in velocities and momentum flux.
Our simulation only took into account one wave, but in reality, a storm surge would have
multiple waves of different amplitudes. Since we have an effective model to simulate a
single wave surge, the next logical step would incorporate multiple waves into the model.
Multiple waves would add an extra layer of complexity by incorporating the energy caused
by waves interacting with each other.
In addition, all our simulations were in 2-D but for a 1-D initial condition. In the future,
we could adapt the simulations to 3-D. Since SWE are, at the most, 2-D by definition, to
run a full 3-D ocean simulation you need to switch to a Navier-Stokes solver. Moreover the
combination of 3-D with adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) would provide a computationally efficient model that could focus on the changes in bathymetry of the last 100 meters
in our domain [43]. AMR allows models to have high resolution in specific areas that are
critical to the domain.
Another area for future consideration is the movement of sediment due to erosion from
storm surges. The ability for a beach restoration to be sustainable and resistant to erosion
is just as critical as being able to mitigate the momentum flux produced from a wave. Modeling sediment movement has been an extremely difficult problem for researchers studying
the coast and navigation channels due to the complexity of the problem. It is of particular interest to USACE because sediment transport impacts the navigation of channels and
also erosion due to sediment transport can impact homes and other infrastructures built
along shorelines. One equation that has been widely used for sediment transport is the
advection-diffusion equation. The advection-diffusion equation is a PDE used to numerically represent sediment movement. In the future, the DG method could be used to solve
this PDE [47].
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